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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
IMPORTANT INFORMATION. THIS DOCUMENT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO
OR FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ITS TERRITORIES OR POSSESSIONS, AUSTRALIA, CANADA, JAPAN OR SOUTH AFRICA OR TO ANY RESIDENT THEREOF, OR ANY JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH DISTRIBUTION IS
UNLAWFUL. THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT AN OFFER OR AN INVITATION TO BUY OR SELL SECURITIES.
By receiving this investor presentation (the “Investor Presentation”) or attending any meeting or oral presentation held in relation thereto, you agree to be bound by the following terms, conditions and limitations:
This Investor Presentation has been prepared by Kyoto Group AS (the “Company”) solely for information purposes in connection with a presentation to potential investors held in respect of a private placement (the “Private Placement”) of shares (the
"Shares") in the Company, as further discussed herein and as described in a term sheet (the “Term Sheet”) and an agreement, dated as of the date hereof, governing applications to participate in the Private Placement (the “Application Agreement”,
and taken together with the Investor Presentation and the Term Sheet, the “Private Placement Materials”). In this Investor Presentation, references to the “Company”, the “Issuer”, “we”, “our”, “us”, or similar terms refer to Kyoto Group AS, except where
context otherwise requires. The Investor Presentation has only been made and shall only be made available to a limited number of prospective investors. This Investor Presentation is not a prospectus, disclosure document or an offering document and
does not purport to be complete. It has not been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority or stock exchange.
This Investor Presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part to any person. No representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any information included herein is
given by the Company, and nothing contained in this Investor Presentation is or can be relied upon as a promise or representation by the Company, who disclaim all and any liability.
This Investor Presentation is furnished by the Company, and it is expressly noted that no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any information included herein is given by the Company nor Fearnley
Securities AS or Sparebank 1 Markets AS as managers (the "Managers") or any of their respective parent or subsidiary undertakings, or any such person's officers, employees or advisors.
The contents of this Investor Presentation are not to be construed as financial, legal, business, investment, tax or other professional advice. Each recipient acknowledges that only high-level due diligence reviews has been undertaken in connection
with the preparation of this Investor Presentation. Each recipient should consult with its own professional advisors for any such matter and advice. By reviewing this Investor Presentation you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your
own assessment of the market and the market position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the businesses of the Company. This
Investor Presentation must be read in conjunction with the recent financial reports of the Company and the disclosures therein. An investment in the Company should be considered as a high-risk investment. Certain risk factors relating to the Company
and the Private Placement, which the Company deems most significant as at the date of this Investor Presentation, is included under the caption "Risk Factors" in this Investor Presentation.
This Investor Presentation is current as of 16th of March 2021. Neither the delivery of this Investor Presentation nor any further discussions of the Company with any of the recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has
been no change in the affairs of the Company since such date. This Investor Presentation contains several forward-looking statements relating to the business, future financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it
operates. In particular, this Investor Presentation contains forward-looking statements such as with respect to the Company’s potential future costs, capex and cash flows, the potential future demand and market for the Company’s services, the
Company’s equity and debt financing requirements and its ability to obtain financing in a timely manner and at favourable terms. Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts,
sometimes identified by the words “believes”, “expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Investor Presentation,
including assumptions, opinions and views of the Company or cited from third party sources, are solely opinions and forecasts which are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to differ materially from any
anticipated development. Neither the Company nor the Managers assumes any obligation to update any forward looking statements or to conform these forward looking statements to our actual results. Furthermore, information about past
performance given in this Investor Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as, and is not, an indication of future performance. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to, and no reliance
should be placed on, any information, including projections, estimates, targets and opinions, contained herein, and no liability whatsoever is accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein, and, accordingly, neither the
Company nor any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings or any such person’s officers or employees accepts any liability whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from the use of this document. Actual performance and/or results may differ, and those
differences can be material
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The Managers and/or its employees may hold shares, options or other securities of the Company and may, as principal or agent, buy or sell such securities. The Managers may have other financial interests in
transactions involving these securities.
The information included herein is given on a high-level basis only and does not purport to contain a complete or a substantive description of the Company and its business. This Investor Presentation is not an
advertisement for the purposes of applicable measures implementing the EU Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU)2017/1129). This Investor Presentation is not a prospectus and does not contain the same level
of information as a prospectus.
Information provided on the market environment, market developments, market trends and on the competitive situation is based on data, statistical information and reports by third parties and/or prepared by the
Company based on its own information and information derived from such third-party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared
by a reputable source, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein.
The Private Placement will be directed towards certain institutional investors on the basis of, and in such jurisdictions as permitted or catered for by, exemption rules under applicable securities laws allowing private
placements of this nature to be undertaken without the filing of any prospectus, registration statement, application or other similar documentation or other requirement. In making an investment decision with respect
to the Company‘s securities, investors must rely on their own examination of the Company and the terms of the Private Placement, including the merits and risks involved.
The distribution of this Investor Presentation and the offering, application, purchase or sale of shares issued (directly or indirectly) by the Company in certain jurisdictions is restricted by law. This Investor
Presentation does not constitute an offer of, or an invitation to purchase, any of the Shares in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be unlawful. No one has taken any action that would permit a public
offering of Shares to occur in any jurisdiction. Accordingly, neither this Investor Presentation nor any advertisement or any other offering material may be distributed or published in any jurisdiction except under
circumstances that will result in compliance with any applicable laws and regulations.
IN RELATION TO THE UNITED STATES AND U.S. PERSONS, THIS INVESTOR PRESENTATION IS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND IS BEING FURNISHED ONLY TO INVESTORS THAT ARE “QIBs”, AS
DEFINED IN RULE 144A UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE “U.S. SECURITIES ACT”). THIS INVESTOR PRESENTATION DOES NOT CONTAIN OR CONSTITUTE AN OFFER
OF, OR THE SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY OR SUBSCRIBE FOR, SHARES OF THE COMPANY TO ANY PERSON IN THE UNITED STATES THE SHARES HAVE NOT BEEN, AND WILL NOT BE,
REGISTERED UNDER U.S. SECURITIES ACT OR WITH ANY SECURITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY OF ANY STATE OR OTHER JURISDICTION IN THE UNITED STATES, AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED
OR SOLD WITHIN THE UNITED STATES, OR TO OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF A U.S. PERSON, EXCEPT PURSUANT TO AN APPLICABLE EXEMPTION FROM, OR IN A TRANSACTION NOT
SUBJECT TO, THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT AND IN COMPLIANCE WITH ANY APPLICABLE STATE SECURITIES LAWS. ACCORDINGLY, THE SHARES WILL ONLY
BE OFFERED OR SOLD (I) WITHIN THE UNITED STATES, OR TO OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF U.S. PERSONS, ONLY TO QIBs IN PRIVATE PLACEMENT TRANSACTIONS NOT INVOLVING A
PUBLIC OFFERING AND (II) OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES IN OFFSHORE TRANSACTIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH REGULATION S UNDER THE U.S. SECURITIES ACT. ANY PURCHASE OF SHARES
BY PERSONS IN THE UNITED STATES, OR BY U.S. PERSONS OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OF U.S. PERSONS, WILL BE MADE PURSUANT TO APPROPRIATE APPLICATION MATERIALS WHICH WILL
INCLUDE CERTAIN REPRESENTATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THAT THE PURCHASER IS A QIB.
This Investor Presentation is subject to Norwegian law, and any dispute arising in respect of this Investor Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Norwegian courts with Oslo City Court as first venue.
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SUMMARY OF RISK FACTORS 1/2
An investment in the Company and its shares involves inherent risks. Prospective investors should carefully consider the risk factors set forth below
and further described herein, and all other information set out in the transaction documents, including this Presentation, before making an
investment decision in respect of the shares. The risks and uncertainties described herein are the principal known risks and uncertainties faced by
the Company as of the date hereof that the Company believes are relevant to an investment in the shares. If any of the risks described herein were to
materialise, individually, jointly or together with other circumstances, it could have a material adverse effect on the Company's business, financial
condition, results of operations and/or cash flow, which may cause a decline in the value of the shares that could result in a loss of all or part of any
investment in the shares. Additional risks and uncertainties that the Company currently believes are immaterial, or that are currently not know to the
Company, may also have a material adverse effect on the Company's business, financial condition, results of operations and/or cash flow.
Risks associated with the Company and its operations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Company has limited operating history and the commercialization of its business model is uncertain
The Company's business is dependent on its ability to scale its technical infrastructure and organization
The Company is in a development stage and has only carried-out pilot projects
The Company depends on protecting its proprietary technology and intellectual property rights
The Company is dependent on external suppliers and is exposed to risks relating to subcontractors not being able to fulfil its contractual obligations
The profitability of the Company depends on the price fluctuations of solar and wind energy
The Company may not be able to develop new technology that may be required to expand and/or keep up with competitors
The Company’s technology represents new technology in the market
The Company's success will depend on its ability to employ and retain skilled personnel
The Company may not be able to implement its business strategy successfully
The ongoing outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic could have a material adverse effect on the Company
The Company’s business model is subject to extensive national and international regulations
The Company may from time to time be subject to legal claims, including those arising out of normal course of business
Changes in tax laws of any jurisdiction in which the Company operates, or any failure to comply with applicable tax legislation may have a material adverse
effect on the Company
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SUMMARY OF RISK FACTORS 2/2
Risks associated with the Company’s financial position
● In order to execute the Company's growth strategy, the Company may require additional capital in the future, which may not be
available
● Exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations could affect the Company's cash flow and financial condition
Risks related to the Shares
● The Company may or may not pay dividends for the foreseeable future. Shareholders may never obtain a return on their
investment
● The Company is subject to the Euronext Growth Rule Book which may deviate from the regulations for securities trading on Oslo
Børs and Euronext Expand, and which may imply a risk of a lower degree of transparency and minority protection
● There may not be an active and liquid market for the Shares and the Share price could fluctuate significantly
● The Company will incur increased costs as a result of being a traded company
● Future issuances of Shares or other securities could dilute the holdings of shareholders and could materially affect the price of the
Shares
● Investors could be unable to recover losses in civil proceedings in jurisdictions other than Norway
● Norwegian law could limit shareholders' ability to bring an action against the Company
● Investors could be unable to exercise their voting rights for Shares registered in a nominee account
● Pre-emptive rights to subscribe for Shares in additional issuances could be unavailable to U.S. or other shareholders
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EQUITY OFFERING SUMMARY
Transaction summary
Issuer

▪
▪

The offer

▪
▪

Kyoto Group AS, a Norwegian private limited company with reg.no. 917 001 790,
and with 6,420,560 shares outstanding, each with NOK 0.03 par value
ISIN NO 001 0936750
Private Placement to raise NOK 125m through the issuance of 2,000,000 new
shares in the Company, each at a fixed price of NOK 62.50.
Overallotment option of 400,000 shares to facilitate price stabilisation

The offer price

▪

The Offer Shares is sold at NOK 62.50 per Offer Share, equivalent to a pre-money
equity value of approx. NOK 401 million

Use of proceeds
from the Primary
Tranche

▪

Expand organization, fund delivery of first 3-5 projects, continued research and
development, as well as working capital and general corporate purposes

Lock-up

▪

Members of the Company's management and board, as well as other existing large
shareholders have entered into customary lock-up arrangements with the Managers,
with a lock-up period of 6 months

Allocation criteria

▪

The allocation will be made at the sole discretion of the Company’s board of
directors (the “Board”)
The Board expects to focus on criteria such as (but not limited to) size and
timeliness of order, perceived investor quality, investment horizon and shareholder
base following Private Placement

▪

Timeline and key considerations
Minimum
application

▪

Minimum order and allocation of NOK equivalent of EUR 100,000

Timeline

▪
▪
▪
▪

Start of application period: 16 March 2021
Close of application period: 17 March 2021 at 16:30 CEST
Payment Date for the Private Placement: Expected on or about 24 March 2021
Delivery of Offer Shares to subscribers applicants in the Private Placement and first
day of trading on Euronext Growth: Expected on or about 24 March 2021

•

Investor
Documentation

Investor
requirement

▪

The Private Placement is directed towards non-professional and professional
investor and eligible counterparties subject to applicable exemptions from relevant
prospectus requirements: (i) outside the United States in reliance on Regulation S
under the US Securities Act of 1933 (the "US Securities Act") and (ii) in the US to
"qualified institutional buyers" (QIBs) as defined in Rule 144A under the US
Securities Act.

Managers

▪

Fearnley Securities AS and Sparebank 1 Markets AS

The Private Placement will be governed by the investor presentation prepared by
the Company dated 16 March 2021 (the “Investor Presentation”), term sheet and an
application agreement (the "Investor Documentation"). In addition, the Private
Placement is documented by such information about the Company as is publicly
available.

Conditions

▪

Customary closing conditions including all corporate resolutions being made.

Tradability of
Shares

▪

The Company intends to apply for admission to trading of its shares (the “Shares”)
on Euronext Growth Oslo, a multilateral trading facility (MTF) operated by Oslo Stock
Exchange (the “Listing”), with expected first day of trading on or around 24 March
2021, subject to inter alia completion of the Private Placement and approval of the
Listing application by Oslo Stock Exchange.
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INTRODUCTIONS

Christian Blom

Camilla Nilsson

COO & acting CEO

CFO

15+ years of experience from ESG companies such as Scatec Solar,
Gransolar, Think and Terramar in various leadership roles such as
Business Development Director, EVP Solutions and
SVP Operations & Supply Chain

20 years of experience from large international corporations
(Norsk Hydro, Yara International) as well as start-ups (Umoe
BioEnergy, Agrinos) in various leadership roles such as CFO,
Investment Manager & General Manager
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KYOTO AT A GLANCE
We disconnect the time power is made, from when it is used

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Thermal batteries for renewable integration

1

USD 300bn Market
by 2030

2

Proven Technology &
Favorable Economics

3

Industrial scale
roll-out

Significant & strongly
growing market

Potential to become
market leader

Kyoto aims for large scale
industrial roll-out

75% of industrial energy demand
is for heat, not electricity

Kyoto’s technology can be applied to provide
heat directly for industrial purposes
and/or to balance grids

Modular design for rapid expansion and
limited installation at site, (1-2 weeks)

90% of industrial heat generation
comes from fossil fuels
Renewables as input for industrial
purposes requires thermal
Energy Storage Solutions (ESS)
Market for heat storage expected to
reach USD 300bn by 2030

Kyoto is well positioned to become market leader
for industrial steam purposes of 180-250°C
Two successful pilots in Norway, close to
announce first commercial contracts
Project payback using Kyoto technology 4-5 y
EBITDA > 100 MNOK by 2023

Industrial investors with own demand –
Hydro, Valinor
First commercial installations in
Denmark (2021) & Germany (early 2022)
With pipeline maturing in other markets
for 2022 and beyond
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USE OF PROCEEDS
From Start-Up to Scale-Up; accelerating growth and positioning for future technology demand

Fund initial Pipeline

75
MNOK

Build Organization

75
MNOK

R&D & Tech Development

20
MNOK

Business & Market Development

15
MNOK

General Corporate Purposes

15
MNOK

3-5 demo projects
1

~50 FTEs by 2023

2

3

4

Next gen HeatCube

5
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STORAGE IS THE MISSING LINK
Renewable energy requires time shifting
ELECTRICITY
PRICE
WIND

SOLAR

Excess wind at night, excess solar during daytime moved to when it is needed

There is no shortage of green resources.
The real challenge is how to store renewable energy
for later use.
The opportunity is to buy energy when it is cheap,
and store it for when it is needed. This offers
predictably low cost and a transition to clean energy.
Kyoto’s thermal batteries are agnostic to the source
of energy.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
$300 billion market opportunity

Different storage technologies solve different
problems
Storing heat is cheaper than storing electrons
(insulated container vs complex electrochemical
system)
Thermal problems can be solved with thermal
solutions

Excess wind at night, excess solar during daytime moved to when it is needed
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INDUSTRIES USE PRIMARILY HEAT
Green energy sources are highly volatile
75% of industrial energy demand comes from the need for
heat, not electricity.
And 90% of that demand uses fossil fuels.

We created HeatCube to decarbonize the industry.
For industries to choose green energy we need to store it for
when it is needed. Buy when energy is cheap and use it when
the supply is limited
The output can be hundreds of megawatt hours, stored for
days in as many cycles as you want. At a significantly lower
price than electric batteries.
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WHY THERMAL BATTERIES
Enabling the Renewable Economy through offering Key Services
Producer (IPP)
- Firmness
- Price arbitrage
- Participation in ancillary services market

THERMAL INPUT
- Industrial Heat
- Waste and Bio
- Solar Thermal

Grid (TSO)
- Utilise off-peak capacity
- Balance supply/demand
(ancillary services)

THERMAL BATTERY
- Energy Agnostic
- Modular
- Low Capex

End User (Factory)
- Predictable thermal energy
- Increased self consumption (wind/pv)
- Carbon reduction
- Renewable energy

HEAT ENGINE/TURBINE
- Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
(Optional)
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THE COMPANY IN BRIEF
Thermal Battery connecting renewables with industry
‘22’23

Installations

Timeline

Pipeline of projects
Aspiration > 3 000 MWh
Focus on Thermal Energy only

‘19’20

2016

2021

First commercial agreements expected
(Denmark & Germany)

Develop organisation &
industrial partners
Penetrate strategic markets

Product validation successfully
completed, two trial pilots in Norway

Kyoto is incorporated
Focus on CSP and Thermal
Energy

• Technology successfully validated, two trial pilots in Norway
• Patent application for HeatCube`s external circulation system with cascading tank system pending approval
○
Provides an innovative, cheap and modular solution for thermal energy storage
○
Stores renewable energy by heating molten salt
○
Enables a predictable flow of thermal energy for industrial purposes, sourced from renewables
○
Offers capacity to TSO (ancillary services) as well as power producers (firmness, price arbitrage)
• 2021 and beyond => From Start-Up to Scale-Up
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TEAM
Experienced and skilled team

MANAGEMENT

TEAM AND RECRUITMENT PLANS

Christian
Blom

Camilla
Nilsson

Thommy
Bommen

Gustavo Z
Holo

Acting CEO
and COO

CFO

People &
Projects

Products
& Sales

Gransolar
Scatec Solar

Yara
Hydro

Assa Abloy
Yara

Fast
Computas

●

The Kyoto organisation is highly skilled with a focus on
renewable energy as well as software development.

●

●
●

Management team with broad international experience.
Team and way of work tuned to offer high throughput and
flexibility to deal with changes in market conditions

●
●

Short term growth using consultants while recruiting
permanent staff
Organisation organised in teams (Scrum/Agile) adjusted to
specific skill sets required
Permanent staff: 20 FTE end of 2021, 50 FTE end 2023
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BOARD AND PARTNERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS*

EARLY INVESTORS, PARTNERS & SUPPLIERS

Eivind Reiten
Chairman

Arne Erik
Kristiansen

Several board
positions,
Ex CEO Hydro,
former Minister &
State Secretary

Former Chairman,
co-founder Kyoto,
Partner Synergos
& Advisor Asiju
Invest

Thorleif
Enger

Hans Olav
Kvalvaag

Several board
positions,
Ex CEO Yara

SVP
New Ventures
Scatec Solar

Ivar
Valstad

Pål
Selboe Valseth

Senior Advisor
Corporate
Development
Norsk Hydro ASA

Several board
positions,
CEO Valinor

* Subject to approval on General Assembly 3rd March

Early investors
• One of the largest owners (~13%)
• High-profile investor committed to a sustainable future

Jon Bøhmer

• Founder, owns ~11% of the shares in the company
• One of the largest owners (~8%)
• Innovative and high-tech investor
• Norwegian investment company with solid experience in
building successful businesses

Kjetil Bøhn

• CEO, KB Management

Current and Prospective Partners & Suppliers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering partner on salt based challenges
Supplier of the salt used in Kyoto HeatCube
Engineering partner and supplier of circulation system
Develops cutting edge fluid management systems
Supplier and engineering partner on steam system
Partnership on sales/projects
Engineering partner on salt system designing tanks
Assisting in overall technology development
Supplier of Jetson hardware for Kyotopia
Partner in technology development through Inception Program
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Company patenting strategy
“All inventions qualifying for awarded patents shall be applied in Norway, with the intention to continue with PTC application within the relevant deadlines.
An invention is a product or component with a proprietary design that has a direct beneficiary application in the HeatCube thermal battery or supporting systems”

PATENTS

@

SOFTWARE

• Core Patent Application
o

• Software & Databases, including Data collected by the Company
o
o

COPYRIGHT &
TRADEMARKS

KNOW HOW
ENGINEERING
DOCUMENTS

Core patent application: HeatCube external circulation system with cascading tank
system

•

Weather and Energy Data sets combined with Kyoto specific data
Source code and software design (EMS & BMS)

Copyright & Trademarks

•
•

In application
Kyoto
• Lookout
HeatCube
• Kyotopia

• Key Trade Secrets and proprietary Know How
○
○

Development work and results is stored and logged in Atlassian Confluence
Mechanical applications

• Design Files
○

Autodesk Inventor/Vault, Kyotopia Operate (AWS EC2/DynamoDB)
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KYOTO POSITIONING IN THE VALUE CHAIN
Strong partners and strategically positioned

Customers

Manufacturing

System
Integration

Project
Development

Construction
(EPC)

Operations
(IPP and O&M)

Manufacturing

Project Development and Construction

Customers

•

Kyoto does not own manufacturing capacity,
systems are specified as system integrators
(solution engineering)

•

First 1-2 years Kyoto targets to develop all
projects and manage EPC as a Build-OwnOperate structure

•

Short term all sales as a service (energy sales)

•

•

Long term Kyoto also intends to sell through
Development partners and EPCs

Proprietary designed products manufactured on
Kyoto specifications and sourced by Kyoto to
key partners

•

Long term project development and EPC will be
executed through partners and JVs close to
individual markets.

•

•

Kyoto will always own systems engineering as
well as operational responsibility of the storage
system (The EMS)

Off the shelf manufactured by multiple existing
companies purchased at market terms

•

Construction activities will be outsourced locally
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BUSINESS MODEL(S)
Two Offerings: Battery as a Service (BaaS) and Battery as a Products (BaaP)

Battery as a Service (BaaS)
Build - Own - Operate
Kyoto owns and operates Thermal Batteries.
Energy sales to end users
(Energy Purchase Agreements, example: “PPA”, “HPA”)

The Kyoto thermal battery is placed at a user’s location,
and charge the customer for the heat used.
Trading on energy markets
(Ancillary services and electricity arbitrage)

The Kyoto control system enables the Kyoto thermal battery
to trade in energy markets including regulating services.
Highly attractive funding opportunities (project financing
through SPVs)
Operational Kyoto Assets with recurring, stable and long term
revenue streams

Battery as a Product (BaaP)
Traditional product sales
EPC or direct sales, with a profit margin.
Support, maintenance and service agreements with
customers.
Starting with BaaS to demonstrate the technology,
build a portfolio of assets (become bankable) and then
evolve with the markets and customers
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THERMAL BATTERY
HeatCube modular thermal battery for industrial heat

Cascade tank configuration shown in illustration above where salt is
moved between a full (A-C or E) to an empty (D) tank. E (red) is here
hot (525 C) while A-C is cold (200 C). Charging means pumping cold
salt from A-C to D heating it up. Discharging would pump from E to D
while extracting energy. Sate of charge on system above i 25%. Tank
utilisation is here 80%. HeatCube can accommodate up to 8 tanks (1
always empty) offering utilisation of 87,5% of the tank volume.
Illustration of a typical installation of 200 MWh (10x systems)

Thermal Battery based on molten salt above 500 degrees for
industrial heat and power
●
●
●

Size from 5 to 100s MWh
LCOS* <20 Euro/MWh
Dual Cycle LCOS <10 Euro/MWh

*Levelised cost of Storage

To enable modularity and low complexity
assembly on site the following two inventions
are key to the HeatCube (both patent pending):
●
●

Cascading tanks
External circulation system
27

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Kyotopia enables Virtual Power Plants (VPP)
HeatCube aggregates power from variable renewable
plants allowing for increased participation in regulating
services markets
A single HeatCube can offer Firmness to multiple
renewable assets
Short term prediction enabled by Kyoto Lookout further
increases potential market participation
The Kyoto Lookout captures weather and visual data
from multiple sites and runs Inference through Artificial
Intelligence on site (deep neural networks)
Powered by NVIDIA Jetson and AWS EC2 securing
scaleable AI decision making and aggregation of data
across multiple projects

HeatCubes and Lookouts decentralised roll out in Denmark
Illustrative locations only
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ECONOMICS OF A SINGLE 20 MWh/5MW SYSTEM
Revenue stacking of multiple value propositions ensures quick payback
DE STEAM

DK CHP

6,400

4,200

ANNUAL OUTPUT

End User (Factory)
- Predictable thermal energy
- Increased PV self consumption
- Reduced CO2

HEAT

(MWh)

POWER

(MWh)

ANNUAL in MNOK
2.5

1.2

-

0.6

ANCILLARY SERVICES

1.1

1.4

VIRTUAL POWER PLANT

1.2

1.2

SUM REVENUE

4.9

4.4

Curve shows a morning and afternoon/evening peak
and a drop in prices at night (primarily wind) and
mid day (solar and wind).

CHARGE COST

3.3

2.2

O&M

0.3

0.3

Challenges due to variability tied to both power and
ramp rates.

SUM OPEX

3.6

2.5

NET RESULT

1.3

1.9

7

10

~5 YEARS

~5 YEAR

~25%

~25%

HEAT SALES
POWER SALES

Grid (TSO)
- Balance supply/demand
(ancillary services)

Producer (IPP)
- Participation in ancillary
market
- Price arbitrage

1,800

CAPEX
PAYBACK TIME
IRR

Example of Nordpool DK-1 energy pricing, minimum
24 Eur/MWh and maximum 78 Eur/MWh

Volatility expected to increase as renewable
penetration increases
Assumptions
€/MW or MWh
Availability
Dual Cycle
Heat Sales (End User)
Power Sales (End User)
Ancillary Services
Virtual Power Plant
Charge cost

Germany Denmark
Steam (DE) CHP (DK)
97%
97%
33%
25%
35
18
N/A
40/20
30/15
40/20
10
10
35
25
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COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Kyoto position
Offer the highest temperature among
Thermal / Medium sized offerings

Centralised
(Utility scale,
large size)

Has a strong focus (and experience) in
integrating variable renewable sources
Proven technology in pilots and full
scale commercial unsubsidised
project in progress
Fit for purpose in industrial context
(size vs capex/opex)

Decentralised
(Off grid,
small size)

Several, primarily
bio-based system
with “storage”
included

Heat

Power
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PRODUCT READINESS
TRL 6 delivering TRL >8 by building Demo 2021

AEV Kyotopia
Pilot ‘19
(in operations)

Vardar HeatCube
Pilot ‘20
(in operations)

LookOut Pilot
‘20-21
(in operations)

TRL 6: Technology demonstrated in relevant environment
TRL 9: Actual system proven in operational environment
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TRL - Technology Readiness Level; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level

PILOT PLANT
Operational pilot
Operational
pilot at
at Follum,
Follum,Norway
Norway
In operations
In
operationssince
sinceJune
June2020
2020
Molten salt
Molten
salt up
at 525
to 525
C C
Operated remotely
Operated
remotely through
throughKyotopia
Kyotopia control and
control and
SCADA
software
scada software
Future connection
Future
connection to
todistrict
districtheating
heating network at
network at Hønefoss
Hønefoss

Dimensioned for
Dimensioned
for up
up to
to 11 MW
MW output
output for future
for future technology
technology
development
development
and testing
and testing
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ROLL OUT PLAN
Existing and Planned Projects in Pipeline

‘19-20
2 completed
pilot projects
below 1 MWh

‘22-23

2021

10 + 20 MWh
Ancillary Market participation
District heating integration

20+ MWh
Natural gas replacement
Wind price arbitrage

Multiple 20 MWh
Excess heat
Wind price arbitrage

Supplier and
Engineering partner
on steam system

Family owned,
investment
portfolio >1,5Bn

Global size heat
and power
consumer

Partnership on
sales/projects

Potential
partnership on
wind and solar
projects

Potential customer
of Kyoto solutions

Pipeline of projects being
built using modular 20-30
MWh system sizes
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BEACH HEAD STRATEGY
Coal & Gas Replacement + PV Behind the meter

Coal Replacement:
Commercial Demo 2x project (1 LOI + 1 under negotiations)
Demo likely to lead to increase (indicative 20x systems)
Image showing single HeatCube system installed
On site installation started February 2021 on first project

Gas Replacement:
Commercial Demo with Hydro planned
Electrifying existing natural gas fired heat avoiding peak hours
and offering local site balancing
Potential increased self consumption from on-site wind
turbines
PV Behind the meter:
Cooperation with Valinor and others
Deploy baseload thermal solutions with generation
Example: greenhouses in Almeria (Spain) needing heat at night.
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KEY MILESTONES
2021

• 2 equity funded
demo projects
(BaaS)

•

2022 pipeline
secured

BaaS = Battery as a Service
BaaP = Battery as a Product

2022

2023

2024

2025

•

10 batteries
installed

•

> 100 batteries
installed (accum)

•

> 200 batteries
installed (accum)

•

> 400 batteries
installed (accum)

•

80% / 20%
BaaS/BaaP

•

>3 000 MWh

•

30% / 70%
BaaS/BaaP

•

>12 000 MWh

•

BaaS project
financed (SPV)

•

50% / 50%
BaaS/BaaP

•

30 % / 70%
BaaS/BaaP

•

Revenue
>700 MNOK

•

Revenue
~2 BNOK

•

EBITDA
>100 MNOK

•

EBITDA
>400 MNOK

(accum)

*Battery size by 2024: 30 MWh
Typical project size: 300 MWh
=> 10 projects = 200 batteries

Total equity required estimated to 400-500 MNOK (included current private placement).
Total project investment gross 1.5 BNOK of 70% Non-Recourse project finance (debt in SPVs)

(accum)
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DETAILED OVERVIEW OF RISK FACTORS
Introduction

Investing in the Company involves inherent risks. Prospective investors should carefully consider, among other things, the risk factors set out in this Section before making an investment decision in respect of the Shares.

The below risk factors are only a summary of all risks applicable to the Company and the Group. A prospective investor should carefully consider all the risks related to the Company and the Group, and should consult his or her own expert advisors as to the suitability of an investment in securities of the
Company. An investment in securities of the Company entails significant risks and is suitable only for investors who understand the risk factors associated with this type of investment and who can afford a loss of all or part of the investment. Against this background, an investor should thus make a careful
assessment of the Company and its prospects before deciding to invest.

Additional risks and uncertainties that the Company currently believes are immaterial, or that are currently not known to the Company, may also have a material adverse effect on its business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flow. The order in which the risks are presented below is not
intended to provide an indication of the likelihood of their occurrence nor of their severity or significance.

The risk factors described in this Section 2 are sorted into a limited number of categories, where the Company has sought to place each individual risk factor in the most appropriate category based on the nature of the risk it represents. The risks that are assumed to be of the greatest significance are
described first. This does not mean that the remaining risk factors are ranked in order of their materiality or comprehensibility, and the fact that a risk factor is not mentioned first in its category does not in any way suggest that the risk factor is less important when taking an informed investment decision. The
risks mentioned herein could materialise individually or cumulatively.

The information in this Section 2 is as of the date of this Information Document.

The Company has no operating history and the commercialization of its business model is uncertain

The Company is currently in a development stage and although it has established dialogue succeed in attracting customers for pilot projects and such pilots must prove successful and motivate the customers to enter more comprehensive agreements as well as proving the viability of the HeatCube Thermal
Battery to other prospective customers. No assurances can be given that the Company will be successful in recruiting and retaining the customers it needs to become a profitwith several potential customers, it has not yet entered into any firm or written commercial contracts with customers. The Company has
to date financed its operations by raising capital from new and existing stakeholders as well as receiving grants. There can be no assurance that the Company is successful in attracting customers that are willing to make the necessary adjustments to their existing facilities to be able to utilize the HeatCube
Thermal Battery and associated services. To proceed in its development, the Company must able enterprise.
The Company is a growth company, is not fully financed (nor following the Private Placement) and has made certain assumptions about the costs and funding requirements to grow and optimize its operations. If the Company’s estimates are incorrect, it could lead to the need for additional financing sooner
than expected and or the Company may not be able to achieve profitability. Furthermore, the contracts, rights and obligations of the Company are likely to carry a higher degree of uncertainty and risk than more mature businesses.
The Company’s business is dependent on its ability to scale its technical infrastructure and organization

The Company is a start-up and has only carried out a limited number of demonstration projects and thus has no operational history. The Company is targeting rapid growth over the next few years, which may require additional managerial, operational, sales, marketing, financial and other resources. There can
be no assurance that the Company will be successful in achieving and realizing its development and commercialization plans, and its contemplated upscaling of operations. The Company's business, results of operations and financial position and the development and commercialization of its services will
depend, in part, on its ability to manage future growth effectively for which no assurances can be given.

The Company is in a development stage and has only carried-out pilot projects
To date, the Company has only carried out a limited number of demonstration projects. The Company has not yet carried out a commercial project for a paying customer. The Company’s business model, technology and partner network have therefore not operated on an ordinary course basis. There is
consequently a risk that such ordinary course projects never will take place or that the Company’s products or business model is considered inefficient or inadequate for the customers the Company targets.
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DETAILED OVERVIEW OF RISK FACTORS
The Company depends on protecting its proprietary technology and intellectual property rights

The Company’s business is based on its proprietary technology, particularly its HeatCube Thermal Battery technology, the method of assembling and installing the HeatCube Thermal Batteries, as well as the Kyotopia control system. The Company’s IPR consists primarily of a combination of trade secrets,
know-how and confidential procedures. The Company has also filed one patent application in Norway related to the HeatCube Thermal Battery, but with no certainty of issuance. Further, the Company has or is in the process of applying for four trademarks in Norway. The Company is exposed to risk that
others may use the Company's technology or business model. The Company's main product HeatCube consists of known components and may be replicated by competitors. The Company currently only has exclusive rights to trade secrets and know-how and are exposed to information leakage. The
Company cannot assure that its know-how and trade secrets will provide the Company with competitive advantage, as the know-how and trade secrets may become known to or be independently developed by others including the Company’s competitors, regardless of measures the Company may take to try
to preserve the confidentiality. The Company cannot give assurance that its measures for preserving the secrecy of its trade secrets and confidential information are sufficient to prevent others from obtaining such information.

The lack of proper and clearly defined confidentiality and IPR regulations in employment and consultancy agreements, or lack of agreements/regulations at all, may also expose the Company of risks related to breach of confidentiality, IPR and/or weak IPR protection for the Company. Loss of key personnel
may also create a risk that such personnel may exploit knowledge, information and know-how to the detriment of the Company, and/or that the Company may face difficulties to operate its technology or business methods as a result of the loss of such personnel. There is also a risk that competitors or other
third parties may claim that the Company does not have rights or exclusive rights to the intellectual property it uses, or that such competitors utilize or even obtain rights to, know-how and trade secrets that the Company utilizes.

The Company is dependent on external suppliers and is exposed to risks relating to subcontractors

The Company’s business model is to use external suppliers for, among other things, components in its HeatCube Thermal Battery through a supplier/partner network. The Company's current business model largely relies on components for the HeatCube Thermal Battery being readily available from a host of
different suppliers in various markets. Partly for that reason, the Company does not have any material supply or partner agreements. This lack of committing supplier contracts may, on the other hand, expose the Company to risks related to delays, cost-overruns, a lack of willingness to trade with the
Company, errors with products, etc., all of which may have adverse consequences for the product and services to be delivered by the Company, for which the Company may not be in a position to claim compensation for.

The profitability of the Company depends on the price fluctuations of solar and wind energy

The Company’s business model entails that the Company’s sales of energy constitute a material share of its future, possible gross profit. For long-term customer contracts, the Company aims to fix the sales price, however, to obtain new customers for such sales of energy and to become profitable, the
HeatCube Thermal Battery must represent a solution implying lower costs for its customers. Whether the HeatCube Thermal Battery represents a low cost option for its customers will in turn depend on the extent of price fluctuations of solar and wind energy within a 24-hour period, whereby high fluctuations
will enable the customer to use the energy at a point in time where the energy prices are higher than at the time when the energy was produced. Limited fluctuations in the price of energy could materially and adversely affect the Company's business, results of operations, cash flows, financial condition and/or
prospects.

The Company may not be able to develop new technology that may be required to expand and/or keep up with competitors

The Company is with its thermal energy storage solution, targeting a market which is new and or underdeveloped. It is expected that an increased target market and customer base will result in increased competition, which in turn will require the Company to make various efforts to remain successful and
profitable. Research and development are expensive, time-consuming, and entails considerable uncertainty with respect to both achieving positive results and, if successful, the ability to commercially sell products and services using such technology. Due to long development processes, changing regulatory
requirements, changing market conditions and customer preferences and other factors, new variants of existing technologies or new technologies may take longer and cost more to develop and may be less successful than the Company anticipates. No assurance can be given that any existing or new
technologies under research and development will be commercially successful. If the Company is unable to keep up with competitors, develop new technology or have commercial success with its existing or technology under research and development, this could adversely affect the future development of the
Company's business, financial condition, results of operations and/or prospects.

Thermal energy storage is a fairly new industry and, as such, experience with thermal energy storage has been developing rapidly due to practical implementation of research taking place in several different companies simultaneously. The Company’s ability to stay on top of and contribute to this development
will impact the success of the Company as well as the development of the whole industry. In addition to the inherent risks involved due to the Company being in a development phase in a new industry, such as risks related to faults in maintenance and the Company’s technology etc., there is also a risk that
the Company’s commercialisation strategy is found inefficient or unattractive, and that other competitors in the industry are able to commercialise at a more rapid pace than the Company, which may in turn have material adverse effects on the Company’s results, financial condition, cash flows and prospects.
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DETAILED OVERVIEW OF RISK FACTORS
Risks related to the novelty of the Company's business model and product
The thermal energy storage systems developed by the Company represents new technology in the market, which means that customers and potential customers have little to no experience with the Company’s products. In this phase, there is a risk that any defaults or unsuccessful projects, which could be
due to factors within and outside of the Company's control, could have a proportionate material impact on the reception of the technology in the market and be decisive in respect of whether customers are willing to invest in the technology and buy the Company’s products and services, and which in turn can
have a significant severe impact on the Company’s ability to successfully establish itself in the market and implement the Company’s business plan.
The Company's success will depend on its ability to employ and retain skilled personnel

The Company currently has a limited number of employees. All such employees are considered important for the Company’s success and ability to implement its business model. Consequently, any loss of current key employees may be detrimental to the Company and its business. The Company must have
access to skilled and motivated employees to continue to run its operations successfully and to reach its strategic and operational objectives. The Company's future development is therefore to a large extent dependent on the Company's success in attracting, developing and retaining employees with
appropriate skills in the future. If any key person resigns, a suitable replacement with requisite skills, contacts and experience may not be immediately found and the Company may experience negative market or industry perception, which could have a material adverse effect on its business, financial
condition, prospects and results of operations. The Company’s ability to continue to identify and develop opportunities depends on the management’s knowledge of, and expertise in, the industry in and such local jurisdictions and on their external business relationships. Further, any failure to effectively
integrate new personnel could prevent the Company from successfully growing.
The lack of restrictive clauses on non-competition and non-solicitation in employment and consultancy agreements may also expose the Company of risks related to such personnel exploiting knowledge and information to take up employment in competitors of the Company or take part in establishing
competitors of the Company. Should the Company fail to achieve its objectives of commercializing and developing a profitable business, the incentive scheme that the Company has in place to motivate and retain key personnel, may not serve to counter the risks associated with competition from former
employees.
The Company’s ability to implement its strategy and achieve its business and financial objectives is subject to a variety of factors, many of which are beyond the Company’s control.

The success of executing its strategy will depend on several factors, including the Company’s ability to:
●

ensure presence on the market;

●

provide a competitive product in the local market;

●

attract customers; and

●

deliver on its obligations.

The Company’s failure to execute its business strategy or to manage its growth effectively could adversely affect the Company’s business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations. In addition, there can be no guarantee that even if the Company successfully implements its business strategy, it
would result in the Company achieving its business and financial objectives. The Company’s Executive Management targets to review and evaluate the business strategy with the Board of Directors on a regular basis and the Company may decide to alter or discontinue elements of the Company’s business
strategy and may adopt alternative or additional business strategies in response to the Company’s operating environment or competitive situation or other factors or events beyond the Company’s control.
The Company competes in markets that are competitive and rapidly changing. The Company expects to continue to experience competition from current and potential competitors, many of which are or may be better established and have significantly greater financial, technical and marketing resources.
The Company anticipates that the number of companies seeking to develop energy storage or other products that aim to increase the consumption of renewable energy will increase in the future. The Company’s competitors range in size from small, single product companies to large, diversified corporations,
which may have greater financial, technical, marketing and other resources. For instance, there is a risk that the Company will be unable to compete with competitors with stronger balance sheet and/or funding capabilities that may enable them to use more resources on inter alia product offering, R&D,
marketing, ramp-up, continue with limited profits and on other basis. Given the Company being in a development and growth phase in a new industry, the Company sees this risk more apparent compared to more established markets.
The ongoing outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic could have a material adverse effect on the Company
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The ongoing outbreak of the coronavirus (causing the disease COVID-19) has led to governmental shutdowns of cities, boarders and companies to close business operations. These restrictions and potential further restrictions have, and may have, increased, adverse effect on the market conditions and may
lead to negative macro-economic development. Economic disruption and changes in general market conditions may delay the Company's projects and production. Furthermore, each of these factors may result in shutdown of the Company's facilities, either by way of governmental order or due to illness of key
employees, which would have an adverse effect on its business, income and results of operations.

DETAILED OVERVIEW OF RISK FACTORS
Risk relating to the regulatory environment
The Company’s business model involves energy storage and sale of heat and power, which are subject to extensive regulations. Given that the Company has no operational history apart from demonstration projects in Norway, and with the Company primarily targeting markets other than Norway, the
Company will have to navigate in complex regulatory landscapes which it currently has little to no experience in. Navigating in, and adapting to, laws and regulations in foreign markets, inter alia on production and sale of heat and power, may be time and cost consuming. Future changes in the domestic and
international laws and regulations applicable to the Company, can be unpredictable and are beyond the control of the Company, and such changes could imply the need to materially alter the Company’s operations and set-up and may prompt the need to apply for permits, concessions, local subsidiaries and
organizations to be established in order for the Company's operations to commence, all of which could in turn have a material adverse effect on the business, financial condition, results of operations or cash flow of the Company.

Further, as the Company aims to trade the HeatCube thermal batteries and other ancillary services in energy markets on a merchant basis, the Company is also subject to the regulatory environment surrounding such services. The markets for such services in in Northern Europe have to a certain degree been
deregulated, however, there can be no assurance that such deregulation will continue and that the markets in other parts of the world will follow. Thus, the Company may experience difficulties in trading ancillary services in foreign energy markets due to the regulatory environment, which in turn will affect the
Company's ability to expand its business.

Litigation risk

The Company may from time to time be subject to legal claims, including those arising out of normal course of business. Any litigation may have a material adverse effect on the Company because of potential negative outcomes, the costs associated with defending the lawsuits, the diversion of the Company's
management's resources and other factors.

Changes in tax laws of any jurisdiction in which the Company operates, or any failure to comply with applicable tax legislation may have a material adverse effect for the Company

The Company is subject to prevailing tax laws, treaties and regulations in the jurisdictions in which it operates, and the interpretation and enforcement thereof. The Company's income tax expenses are based upon its interpretation of the tax laws in effect at the time that the expense is incurred. If applicable
laws, treaties or regulations change, or if the Company's interpretation of the tax laws is at variance with the interpretation of the same tax laws by tax authorities, this could have a material adverse effect on the Company's business, results of operations or financial condition. If any tax authority successfully
challenges the Company's operational structure, intercompany pricing policies, the taxable presence of its subsidiaries in certain countries, or if taxing authorities do not agree with the Company's and/or any subsidiaries' assessment of the effects of applicable laws, treaties and regulations, or the Company
loses a material tax dispute in any country, or any tax challenge of the Company's tax payments is successful, the Company's effective tax rate on its earnings could increase substantially and the Company's business, earnings and cash flows from operations and financial condition could be materially and
adversely affected.

Risks associated with the Company's financial position

In order to execute the Company's growth strategy, the Company may require additional capital in the future, which may not be available

The market for the Company’s products and services is subject to continued evolution in technology and the Company may need to raise additional funds through debt or additional equity financings or other sources of financing, to execute the Company's growth strategy and to fund capital expenditures.
Adequate sources of capital funding may not be available when needed or may not be available on favourable terms or at all. The Company's ability to obtain such additional capital or financing will depend in part upon prevailing market conditions as well as conditions of its business and its operating results,
and those factors may affect its efforts to arrange additional financing on satisfactory terms. If the Company raises additional funds by issuing additional shares or other equity or equity-linked securities, it may result in a dilution of the holdings of existing shareholders. If funding is insufficient at any time in the
future, the Company may be unable to take advantage of business opportunities or respond to competitive pressures, any of which could adversely impact the Company's results of operations, cash flow and financial condition.

Exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations could affect the Company's cash flow and financial condition

The Company is exposed to exchange rate and interest rate risks. The Company's strategy is to pursue customers in foreign markets (not Norway). The Company's costs will not necessarily be in the same currency. The Company is based on Norway and will thus have costs in Norwegian Kroners, but also in
other currencies as the Company's suppliers are likely to be based outside Norway. As the Company will trade in different currencies, this creates a risk that fluctuations in exchange rates could adversely affect the Company's cash flow and financial condition.
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DETAILED OVERVIEW OF RISK FACTORS
Risks related to the Shares

The Company may or may not pay dividends for the foreseeable future. Shareholders may never obtain a return on their investment

As of the date of this Information Document, the Company is in a growth phase and is not in a position to pay any dividends. There can be no assurance that in any given year a dividend will be proposed or declared, or if proposed or declared, that the dividend will be as contemplated by the policy. Any
payment of future dividends will depend on legal restrictions, the Company’s capital requirements, including capital expenditure requirements, its financial condition, general business conditions and any restrictions that its borrowing arrangements or other contractual arrangements in place at the time of the
dividend may place on its ability to pay dividends and the maintaining of appropriate financial flexibility.

The Company is subject to the Euronext Growth Rule Book which may deviate from the regulations for securities trading on Oslo Børs and Euronext Expand, and which may imply a risk of a lower degree of transparency and minority protection

The Company is subject to the rules of the Securities Trading Act applicable to securities admitted to trading on a multilateral trading facility and the Euronext Growth Rule Book. Such obligations may differ from the obligations imposed on companies who's securities are listed on Oslo Børs or Euronext
Expand. The Company is not subject to any takeover regulations meaning that an acquirer may purchase a stake in the Shares exceeding the applicable thresholds for a mandatory offer for a company listed on Oslo Børs or Euronext Expand without triggering a mandatory offer for the remaining Shares. In
accordance with Euronext Growth Rule Book Part I, section 4.3, and without prejudice to national regulations, the Company shall make public within five (5) trading days of becoming aware, any situation where a person, acting alone or in concert, reaches, exceeds or falls below a major holding threshold of
fifty percent (50%) or ninety percent (90%) of the capital or voting rights. Furthermore, there is no other requirement to disclose large shareholdings in the Company (Nw.: flaggeplikt). These deviations from the regulations applicable to securities trading on Oslo Børs or Euronext Expand may, alone or
together, impose a risk to transparency and the protection of minority shareholders. An investment in the Shares is suitable only for investors who understand the risk factors associated with an investment in a company admitted to trading on Euronext Growth Oslo.

There may not be an active and liquid market for the Shares and the Share price could fluctuate significantly

An investment in the Shares is associated with a high degree of risk and the price of the Shares may not develop favourably. Prior to the Admission to Trading, there has been no public market for the Shares, as the Shares have not been listed or admitted to trading on any, stock exchange, Regulated Market
or multilateral trading facility. Following the Admission to Trading, an active or liquid trading market for the Shares may not develop or be sustained. If such market fails to develop or be sustained, it could have a negative impact on the price of the Shares. Investors may not be in a position to sell their shares
quickly, at the market price or at all if there is no active trading in the Shares.

The share prices of companies admitted to trading on Euronext Growth Oslo can be highly volatile and the trading volume and price of the Shares could fluctuate significantly. Some of the factors that could negatively affect the Share price or result in fluctuations in the price or trading volume of the Shares
include, for example, changes in the Company's actual or projected results of operations or those of its competitors, changes in earnings projections or failure to meet investors' and analysts' earnings expectations, investors' evaluations of the success and effects of the Company's strategy, as well as the
evaluation of the related risks, changes in general economic conditions or the equities markets generally, changes in the industries in which the Company operates, changes in shareholders and other factors. This volatility has had a significant impact on the market price of securities issued by many
companies. Those changes may occur without regard to the operating performance of these companies. The price of the Shares may therefore fluctuate due to factors that have little or nothing to do with the Company, and such fluctuations may materially affect the price of the Shares.

The Company will incur increased costs as a result of being a traded company

As a company with shares admitted to trading on Euronext Growth Oslo, the Company will be required to comply with applicable reporting and disclosure requirements. The Company will incur additional legal, accounting and other expenses to comply with these and other applicable rules and regulations. The
Company anticipates that its incremental general and administrative expenses as a traded company will include, among other things, costs associated with annual and interim reports to shareholders, disclosure obligations, shareholders' meetings, investor relations, incremental director and officer liability
insurance costs and officer and director compensation. Any such increased costs, individually or in the aggregate, could have a material adverse effect on the Company's business, operating income and overall financial condition.

Future issuances of Shares or other securities could dilute the holdings of shareholders and could materially affect the price of the Shares

The Company may in the future decide to offer and issue new Shares or other securities in order to finance new capital intensive projects, in connection with unanticipated liabilities or expenses or for any other purposes. Depending on the structure of any future offering, certain existing shareholders may not
have the ability to purchase additional equity securities. An issuance of additional equity securities or securities with rights to convert into equity could reduce the market price of the Shares and would dilute the economic and voting rights of the existing shareholders if made without granting subscription rights
to existing shareholders. Accordingly, the Company's shareholders bear the risk of any future offerings reducing the market price of the Shares and/or diluting their shareholdings in the Company.
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Investors could be unable to recover losses in civil proceedings in jurisdictions other than Norway

The Company is a private limited company organized under the laws of Norway. All of the members of the Board of Directors and the Management reside in Norway. As a result, it may not be possible for investors to effect service of process in other jurisdictions upon such persons or the Company, to enforce
against such persons or the Company judgments obtained in non-Norwegian courts, or to enforce judgments on such persons or the Company in other jurisdictions.

Norwegian law could limit shareholders' ability to bring an action against the Company

The rights of holders of the Shares are governed by Norwegian law and by the Articles of Association. These rights may differ from the rights of shareholders in other jurisdictions. In particular, Norwegian law limits the circumstances under which shareholders of Norwegian companies may bring derivative
actions. For example, under Norwegian law, any action brought by the Company in respect of wrongful acts committed against the Company will be prioritized over actions brought by shareholders claiming compensation in respect of such acts. In addition, it could be difficult to prevail in a claim against the
Company under, or to enforce liabilities predicated upon, securities laws in other jurisdictions.

Investors could be unable to exercise their voting rights for Shares registered in a nominee account

Beneficial owners of the Shares that are registered in a nominee account (such as through brokers, dealers or other third parties) could be unable to vote for such Shares unless their ownership is re-registered in their names with the Norwegian Central Securities Depository (VPS) prior to any general meeting
of shareholders. There is no assurance that beneficial owners of the Shares will receive the notice of any general meeting of shareholders in time to instruct their nominees to either effect a re-registration of their Shares or otherwise vote for their Shares in the manner desired by such beneficial owners.

Pre-emptive rights to subscribe for Shares in additional issuances could be unavailable to U.S. or other shareholders

Under Norwegian law, unless otherwise resolved at the Company's general meeting of shareholders, existing shareholders have pre-emptive rights to participate on the basis of their existing ownership of Shares in the issuance of any new Shares for cash consideration. Shareholders in the United States,
however, could be unable to exercise any such rights to subscribe for new Shares unless a registration statement under the U.S. Securities Act is in effect in respect of such rights and Shares or an exemption from the registration requirements under the U.S. Securities Act is available. Shareholders in other
jurisdictions outside Norway could be similarly affected if the rights and the new Shares being offered have not been registered with, or approved by, the relevant authorities in such jurisdiction.

The Company is under no obligation to file a registration statement under the U.S. Securities Act or seek similar approvals under the laws of any other jurisdiction outside Norway in respect of any such rights and Shares. Doing so in the future could be impractical and costly. To the extent that the Company's
shareholders are not able to exercise their rights to subscribe for new Shares, their proportional interests in the Company will be diluted.
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We disconnect the time power is made, from when it is used

